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Language work: error correction 
Below is a paragraph from The Handy Guide 9: Rosabeth Moss Kanter. Each line of the paragraph 
contains one mistake. Read the paragraph and try to correct the mistakes, then listen and check your 
answers. The first mistake has been corrected as an example. 
 
 
       
       she's 
 Not yet sixty, she been writing books of great insight for a long time, and the latest  
             ^ 
 
 one may be her best yet. It is called "e.Volve!" with a point after the 'e' to indicate that  
 
 
 it's set in the world of the dot coms and the internet, and at an exclamation mark at the  
 
 
 end of the word to make sure that you sit up and make attention. That's just like  
 
 
 Rosabeth. She’s always typical in her writing, dealing with the issues of the day in the  
 
 
 corporate world, why her energy is boundless. When she lectures she literally bounces  
 
 
 with enthusiasm on the platform and is further rushing off to investigate another  
 
 
 organization or to enquire another audience. 'Don't laugh or I'll miss my plane!' I once  
 
 
 heard her tell one conference. Of course, they loved and loved her, as she doubtless  
 
 
 knew they had.   
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KEY 
 
 
Not yet sixty, she’s been writing books of great insight for a long time, and the latest one may be her 

best yet. It is called "e.Volve!" with a dot after the 'e' to indicate that it's set in the world of the dot 

coms and the internet, and with an exclamation mark at the end of the word to make sure that you sit 

up and pay attention. That's just like Rosabeth. She’s always topical in her writing, dealing with the 

issues of the day in the corporate world, while her energy is boundless. When she lectures she literally 

bounces with enthusiasm on the platform and is forever rushing off to investigate another organization 

or to inspire another audience. 'Don't laugh or I'll miss my plane!' I once heard her tell one conference. 

Of course, they laughed and loved her, as she doubtless knew they would.   

 
 


